If yes, you may be eligible to take part in a U of MN Study

What are we studying?
We’re studying whether diet beverages impact the control of diabetes.

What would I receive?
If you are eligible and choose to take part in the study, you would receive:

- **Beverages** for 6 months
- **Up to $425** for study activities. All activities take place over a 6-month period of time and include:
  - 8 in-person study visits *(held at a convenient locations just off 35W & Washington Ave S; length of visits vary between 10-45 minutes).*
  - Complete 7 phone calls where you would be asked what you ate the day before.

Where can I find out more?
Call or Text: 612.437.6126
Email: sodastudy@umn.edu
Visit our website at: z.umn.edu/sodastudy
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